The 2013 Year 7 students voted to determine the ‘Most likely’ categories that appear under their photo.

The 2013 Year 7 students are truly ‘all stars’. They have been fine leaders and fulfilled their duties in an exemplary manner. This class have worked hard throughout the year and played by the rules. This has enabled us all to have a great year. It has been an absolute delight to watch the students grow in their academic ability. They were a cohesive group who demonstrated compassion and good will to others.

Thanks Year 7– I had a ball sharing 2013 with you.
-Mrs Springhall

Most likely to become Prime Minister—Aditya Gupta

Most likely to faint if she met Zayn from One Direction—Angelina Mene

Most likely to win lotto, but lose the ticket, or marry for money—Benson Mbenjele

Most likely to score a role on Home & Away—Breeanna Bolton-Taylor

Most likely to be friends forever—Madawee Wickramage & Kaya Dhu

Most likely to go into a managerial position—Hannah Green

Most likely to become the next Jamie Oliver—Jack Babic

Most likely to break a world record—Jeff Strachan

Most likely to become a billionaire—Elyse Phillips
Most likely to become a model – Kara Nunn
Most likely to be there when the chips are down – Georgia Hinch
Most likely to travel the world, first class – Kyle Gould
Most likely to star on the X Factor – Kloe Ams
Most likely to win an Oscar – Kirra Fitzhenry
Most likely to become a professional sporting star – Seb Dalitz
Most likely to become a comedian – Zac Larsen
Most likely to become famous (could be as a result of marrying for money) – Lily Fisher
Most likely to join a boy band – Ra Te Tui
Most likely to cure cancer – Tayla Selfe
Most likely to run away with the circus; or rule the world – Piper McDonald
Most likely to win an Olympic medal – Tess Mellberg
Most likely to host his own talk show – Gerieme Seno
Most likely to become famous (could be as a result of marrying for money) – Lily Fisher
Most likely to host a fishing adventures show – Mason Rehn
Most likely to be addicted to social media – Tahlia Dillon
Most likely to win a Nobel Prize – Ella Hinch